. Correlations between transitions for apoAIV QPrEST HPRR260124. Supplementary Fig. S2g . Correlations between transitions for apoB QPrEST HPRR3720311. Supplementary Fig. S2i . Correlations between transitions for apoCIV QPrEST HPRR4130067. Supplementary Fig. S2j . Correlations between transitions for apoD QPrEST HPRR2760373. Supplementary Fig. S2k . Correlations between transitions for apoE QPrEST HPRR4200068. FLVSLALR_y6 Supplementary Fig. S2m . Correlations between transitions for apoF QPrEST HPRR350023. Supplementary Fig. S2o . Correlations between transitions for apoLI QPrEST HPRR350088. Supplementary Fig. S2p . Correlations between transitions for apoM QPrEST HPRR3340379.
